Abstract-In this paper, we propose a new efficient borrowing channel assignment (BCA) scheme, which consists of two phases. The first ordinary channel allocation phase borrows a channel from neighboring cells by an impact-based borrowing strategy. The second channel reallocation phase has a reallocation procedure for locked-channel utilization and a reallocation procedure for efficient channel reuse. Simulation results show that in both uniform and nonuniform traffic cases, our schemes significantly reduce the system blocking probability over the other existing schemes. Furthermore, one of our schemes has a much smaller number of reallocations than other compared schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE RISING demand for mobile communication services is increasing the importance of efficient use of the limited frequency spectrum. An efficient way of increasing frequency spectrum utilization in a mobile communication system is the cellular structure approach, which divides spatially the geographical region into a number of cells. A base station (BS) is established in each cell, and every mobile station (MS) in the cell communicates through the BS via a channel. The frequency reuse concept is the core of the cellular structure mobile system. In such a frequency reuse system, MS's in different noninterfering geographical locations (cells) may simultaneously use the same frequency channel. How the channels are to be assigned for simultaneous uses in different cells directly affects the efficiency of cellular mobile systems.
Several different types of channel assignment schemes have been suggested in the literature. The fixed channel assignment (FCA) [13] is the most common scheme adopted in many cellular systems. FCA allocates channels to each cell in advance according to the estimated traffic intensity in the cell. For each cell, one of the allocated channels is assigned for the communication between the BS and MS. In dynamic channel assignment (DCA) [2] , [3] , [13] , channels are assigned dynamically over the cells in a service area to meet traffic requirements. Basically, all channels are available in every cell in DCA. The hybrid channel assignment (HCA) [10] , [13] is a combination of FCA and DCA. A portion of the total frequency channels use FCA and the rest will use DCA.
The borrowing channel assignment (BCA) is another type of DCA scheme, which does not require system-wide information. BCA uses some FCA scheme as a normal assignment condition. When all the fixed channels are occupied, the cell borrows channels from the neighboring cells. This scheme has the flexibility to meet channel assignment demands and it has a lower blocking rate than FCA. Simulation studies of various channel borrowing strategies [1] , [5] , [6] , [12] , [17] , [18] show that the system traffic-carrying capacity can be significantly increased over FCA by channel borrowing. Among the class of channel borrowing strategies that do not require system-wide information, extensive simulation [18] , [19] reveals that the borrowing with directional channel-locking (BDCL) scheme in [18] gives the lowest blocking probability in a 49-cell system with both uniform and nonuniform traffic distributions.
In this paper, we propose another BCA scheme which is expected to reduce the system blocking probability significantly over the BDCL scheme. Our scheme consists of two phases. The first phase is the ordinary channel allocation phase which assigns a call request the lowest numbered free nominal channel (NC). If no free NC is found, a free nonnominal channel (NNC) selected by an impact-based borrowing strategy is allocated. NNC's are channels which can be borrowed from neighboring cells. The second phase is the channel reallocation phase performed to improve the efficiency of the scheme further. This phase consists of two procedures: reallocation procedure for locked-channel utilization and reallocation procedure for efficient channel reuse.
Simulation studies show that our schemes significantly reduce the system blocking probability over the BDCL and FCA. In addition, the number of reallocations incurring a computational overhead in our schemes is smaller than that in BDCL. Especially, one of our schemes needs much less reallocation than other compared schemes.
II. TWO-PHASE BCA SCHEME All available channels in a system are initially assigned to cells according to some FCA scheme [6] , [11] , [18] , so that each cell has an ordered list of NC's. The channels which can be borrowed from neighboring cells are denoted as NNC's. Each cell maintains a locking cell list (LCL) for each channel contained in the cell as NC or NNC. LCL records cells which keep channel from being used in cell because 0018-9545/98$10.00 © 1998 IEEE of the cochannel interference constraints. We call these cells locking cells for channel of cell . Especially, if channel is being used in cell , then cell itself is a locking cell for channel of cell and LCL has only one locking cell . If channel is free in cell , then LCL has no element.
Suppose that a channel is allocated to a call in a cell . This allocation keeps channel from being used in all affected cells, i.e., cells within the minimum cochannel reuse distance of cell . Cell is inserted into LCL of each affected cell having channel as NC or NNC. If the channel allocated to a call in a cell is released, then from LCL of each affected cell having channel as NC or NNC, cell recorded as a locking cell is erased.
Our scheme consists of two phases. The ordinary channel allocation phase (Phase 1) assigns a call request the lowest numbered free NC. If no free NC is found, a free NNC is allocated.
To improve the efficiency of the scheme further, we perform the channel reallocation phase (Phase 2). There are two improvement procedures in this phase. The first one (Procedure A) operates when there are no free NC's or NNC's in a cell where a call request arrives. To reduce the call blocking possibility in this case, this procedure releases a locked channel having only one locking cell by allocating a different channel to the corresponding call in the locking cell, and then allocate the released channel to the new call request. The second one (Procedure B) operates when an NC becomes free due to a released call. To ensure efficient channel reuse and increase traffic-carrying capacity, this procedure replaces one of the busy NNC's by the just-free NC. If there is no busy NNC, a reallocation to maintain the ordered sequence of NC's is performed if necessary.
A. Phase 1: Ordinary Channel Allocation
When a call arrives in a cell , if there are free NC's, then the lowest numbered free NC is allocated to the call request. If there is no free NC, a free NNC is allocated to the call request (i.e., a channel is borrowed from neighboring cells) if possible. If more than one of the NNC's are free, then we select one among them by an impact-based borrowing strategy. To explain this strategy, we first need to define the concept of channel availability rate.
One simple way of defining the channel availability rate of cell is , where is the number of NC's assigned to cell and is the current number of free NC's of cell . The value represents the channel availability rate of cell at the present time.
However, it may be more desirable to consider the channel availability rate at the next call arrival time in cell rather than that at the present time. This expected future channel availability rate of cell is given by , where is the expected future number of free NC's of cell at the next call arrival time in cell . Then, is given by (1) where is the future availability rate of channel in cell , which is defined by the probability that channel will be free when a call request is newly generated in the cell . It is quite difficult to compute the value exactly. Thus, we approximate by the probability that channel will be released in its all locking cells before a call request is newly generated in the cell .
For computing the approximate value of , suppose that originating and handoff call attempts are generated according to mutually independent Poisson processes, and the service times (channel holding times) of originating and handoff calls are exponentially distributed, like the works in [8] , [13] , and [15] . Here, only calls handovered between cells are included in handoff call attempts, and reallocation calls to which another channel is newly allocated by some channel assignment strategy are not included. The number of reallocations will be calculated as a performance measure for each channel assignment strategy in Section III. The channel holding time of a call depends not only on the call duration but also on the motion of the vehicle through the cell. However, the exponential model has been seen to be rather accurate for most practical cases despite the fact a mobile can move through several cells [7] , [9] , [15] . Now, for cell , suppose that the estimates of originating and handoff call arrival rates are and , respectively, and the estimates of mean service times of originating and handoff calls are and , respectively. Then, the approximate value of is given by (derivation is given in the Appendix) (2) where if the corresponding call in cell is an originating call and otherwise, is the set of elements of LCL , and is the number of elements of the set . Note that the sum of two Poisson processes with rates and is also a Poisson process with rate . In the rest of this paper, we use the approximate value of expected future channel availability rate based on the formulas (1) and (2).
1) Impact-Based Borrowing Strategy: Borrowing of a channel from neighboring cells (i.e., allocation of a free NNC) has an impact on nominal cells of the channel within the minimum cochannel reuse distance of the borrowing cell. Nominal cells of a channel are cells to which the same channel is allocated as a NC. The impact-based borrowing strategy selects a free NNC which gives the minimum impact on nominal cells of the channel.
The impact, which results from the allocation of a free NNC to a call in cell in question, is defined by
Here, represents the (expected future) channel availability rate of cell , and is the set of nominal cells of channel , within the minimum cochannel reuse distance of the borrowing cell , where the channel is currently free. This value represents the sum of bad effects on cells whose channel will be newly locked due to the borrowing of channel by cell . The parameter is a positive integer representing the degree of penalizing the effects on cells with lower channel availability rates. [12] , [14] , [17] . The following Procedures A and B are modifications of previous methods.
B. Phase 2: Channel Reallocation
1) Procedure A: Reallocation for Locked-Channel Utilization: If no free channel (NC or NNC) is found in cell , where a call request arrives, this procedure checks to see if a locked channel can be allocated to the new call request through a one-channel reallocation process. This process releases a locked channel having only one locking cell by allocating a different channel to the corresponding call in the locking cell, and then allocate the released channel to the new call request. The process is performed as follows.
Step 1) Select a locked channel (NC or NNC) having only one locking cell, which is not used in cell . Preferentially select the lowest numbered channel among the following channels, if possible: a) a locked NC whose locking cell has free NC's; b) a locked NC whose locking cell has free NNC's; c) a locked NNC whose locking cell has free NC's; d) a locked NNC whose locking cell has free NNC's.
Step 2) Assign the corresponding call in the locking cell the lowest numbered free NC or a free NNC, which is selected by the impact-based borrowing strategy, instead of channel , and allocate channel to the new call request.
2) Procedure B: Reallocation for Efficient Channel Reuse:
Whenever an NC becomes free due to a released call, channel reallocation is performed to ensure efficient channel utilization. For each cell in which an NC is recently made free, it first determines if any NNC's are in use. If no NNC's are used in that cell, then a reallocation may be necessary to maintain the ordered sequence of NC's. If some NNC's are currently being used, then it determines the best NNC candidate to be replaced by the newly free NC. This can be performed by the following relief-based reallocation strategy.
3) Relief-Based Reallocation Strategy: We select a busy NNC which gives the maximum relief on nominal cells of the channel. The relief, which results from the release of a busy NNC allocated to a call in cell in question, is defined by Here, represents the channel availability rate of cell defined in the Section II-A, and is the set of nominal cells of channel within the minimum cochannel reuse distance of cell in question, where only cell is a locking cell for the channel . This value represents the sum of good effects on cells whose channel will be newly free due to the release of channel allocated to a call in cell . As the parameter has a larger positive value, the effects on cells with lower channel availability rates are strengthened more.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
We have performed simulation tests for our schemes and other existing schemes, and compared their results. The simulated cellular system consists of 49 regular hexagonal cells. The minimum cochannel reuse distance is , where is the cell radius. We use and in the impact-based borrowing strategy and relief-based reallocation strategy. Performances of the following two different schemes are investigated: 1) scheme TPB(A): Phase 2 has only Procedure A; 2) scheme TPB(AB): Phase 2 has Procedures A and B.
In our tests, we assume that the mean service times of originating and handoff calls are equal (i.e., ). Because of the memoryless property of an exponential distribution, this is a proper assumption when the channel holding times are exponentially distributed. However, in a situation where an exponential distribution cannot be assumed, this assumption may be inadequate. A detailed performance analysis for each of two types of calls and their correlation analysis has been done in [4] , [9] , and [16] . Note that this correlation mainly depends on the cell configuration and the mobility of calls rather than the types of channel allocation algorithms. In this paper, we are not interested in their correlation analysis, and following the procedures in [1] , [5] , [8] , [17] , and [18] , we use the total call arrival rate ( sum of the originating call arrival rate and the handoff call arrival rate ) as an exogenous parameter instead of . In this way, we can simplify the simulation test since there are only two parameters and instead of four parameters and . In our tests, we assume min, and we perform the tests while the total call arrival rate varies. We first consider a cellular mobile system with the total call arrival rate 100 in each cell, which has 70 available channels. Fig. 1 summarizes the simulation results. It shows the average blocking probabilities of all compared schemes as a function of percentage increase in traffic. In this figure, UFCA and BDCL represent the uniform fixed channel allocation scheme and the borrowing with directional channel locking scheme proposed in [17] , respectively. The figure shows that TPB(AB) gives the lowest blocking probability among all compared schemes. TPB(A) is also more efficient than UFCA and BDCL schemes. Now, we consider a cellular mobile system with nonuniform traffic distribution found in [17] as shown in Fig. 2 , which has 70 available channels. The numbers represent the total call arrival rates in the respective cells. They range from 20 to 200 calls/h. The traffic load is then increased by 10%, 20%, ,100% over the base load shown in Fig. 2 . We perform two simulation tests.
For the case that the uniform channel allocation scheme is used for the nominal assignment, the simulation results are summarized in Fig. 3 . It shows that TPB(A) gives the lowest blocking probability among all compared schemes. TPB(AB) is also much more efficient than UFCA and BDCL schemes.
For the case that the nonuniform compact pattern allocation scheme proposed in [18] is used for the nominal assignment, the simulation results are summarized in Fig. 4 . In this figure, NFCA represents the nonuniform compact pattern allocation scheme. It shows that the call blocking probabilities of our schemes TPB(A) and TPB(AB) are always much lower than those of other compared schemes NFCA and BDCL.
A reallocation incurs a computational overhead. We define reallocation ratio by the ratio of the number of reallocations to the total number of calls. Figs. 5 and 6 show the resulting reallocation ratios of the three schemes for the uniform traffic case and the nonuniform traffic case that the uniform channel allocation is used for the nominal assignment, respectively. These figures show that TPB(A) has much lower reallocation ratio than other compared schemes. Reallocation ratios of Fig. 3 . Blocking probability of each scheme using uniform channel allocation for nonuniform traffic distribution. Fig. 4 . Blocking probability of each scheme using nonuniform compact pattern allocation for nonuniform traffic distribution. TPB(AB) is lower than that of BDCL. For the nonuniform traffic case that the nonuniform compact pattern allocation is used for the nominal assignment, we obtained simulation results similar to Fig. 6 .
We performed simulation tests for systems with twice and four times as many available channels, and obtained similar results as the case with 70 channels. Figs. 7-10 are results for 140 and 280 channel systems, respectively (we report only the results for nonuniform traffic distribution). The figures show that our schemes significantly improve the system performance over the existing other schemes even in a system with a larger number of channels.
IV. CONCLUSION
In both uniform and nonuniform traffic cases, the call blocking probabilities of our schemes are significantly lower than those of other compared schemes FCA and BDCL. In addition, the number of reallocations incurring a computational overhead in our schemes is smaller than that in BDCL. Especially, TPB(A) needs much less reallocation than other compared schemes.
We have investigated our schemes in a cellular mobile system consisting of identical hexagonal cells. Real systems may consist of nonhexagonal cells with different cell sizes. However, our scheme is applicable to a cellular system, not only those consisting of identical hexagonal cells.
APPENDIX
Suppose that the arrival time in cell , , is an exponential random variable with parameter and the service times in cell , 's, are independent exponential random 
